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Drug therapyofpost-traumaticstressdisorder

SIR: We feel concerned that Davidson's comprehen
sive review of the drug therapy of post-traumatic
stressdisorder (PTSD) (Journal, March 1992, 160,
309â€”314) may serveto encouragethose unfamiliar
with the condition to consider medication as the
first line of treatment. The studiesreviewedsuggest
medication may help, but some of the benefits can
probably be accounted for by the treatment of a
coexisting depressivedisorder rather than the
treatment of PTSD per se.

Fairbank & Nicholson (1987)revieweddynamic,
behavioural and biochemical models of treatment
and found that direct therapeuticexposureappeared
to emerge as the single most important factor in
the treatment of PTSD. Richards & Rose (1991)
described rapid, effective therapy with a com
bination of in vivo and imaginal exposure in four
cases of longstanding and severely debilitating
PTSD.

We too are experiencing rapid improvement in
PTSD sufferersusingaudiotaped imaginal exposure
without concomitant medication,evenin thosewith
marked symptomsof hyperarousal.

We agreewith Davidson'scall for more formal
research into the behavioural treatment of PTSD
and comparative and interactive studies of it and
pharmacotherapy. We alsoacknowledgethat thereis
a lack of empirical data relating to the treatment of
PTSD with exposure therapy. However, with the
present body of knowledge and the acceptability
of exposuretherapy to the patient, we feel it should
be used as the first-line treatment in PTSD, with
medication being reserved as second line or used
to treat a coexisting problem such as depressive
disorder.

Acutetransientstress-inducedhallucinationsin
soldiers

SIR: The most likely explanation ofthe pseudohallu
cinationsin the three frightenedrecruits(Journal,
March 1992, 160, 414â€”416)is that they were hypna
gogic phenomena. It is a pity that Dr Spivack and his
colleaguesdo not mention this in their discussion
which deals exclusivelyand very well with content
but not with form. The thoughtsdescribedwereno
doubtgoingthroughthemindsof the soldiers,but
whyin theformof pseudohallucinations?

Thesephenomenaarecommon in ordinary psychi
atric practice. They are often left unexplained or
may even lead to an incorrect diagnosis,but if you
ask about the circumstances in which they occurred
you often find that the patient was sitting alone
in a comfortable armchair, perhaps in front of the
television, or was in bed, so there is a reasonable
presumptionthathemaybrieflyhavedroppedoff to
sleep.The paper tells us that eachpatient wasalone
but doesnot sayin what circumstancesalthough the
largeants in case1shouldhavegiventhe authors the
clue to ask.

The paper refersto similar phenomenain so-called
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Alcohol
consumptionishigh in thesepatients(Wilson, 1988),
which probably accounts for a great deal of their
anxiety; the subjectsmay also be more likely to fall
asleep than otherwise or may be experiencing the
warning symptomsof delirium tremens.

The â€œ¿�commonunderlying mechanismâ€•is thus
anxiety which accounts both for the anxiety-laden
thoughts and for the disruption of the normally
smooth processof falling asleep.There may be an
additional toxic mechanismif thepatient isdrinking.
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